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ABSTRACT 

 

This paper presents a two-level multiobjective optimization 

approach for discovering driving strategies. The algorithm 

at the lower level is a deterministic multiobjective 

algorithm that searches for driving strategies with respect to 

two conflicting objectives: traveling time and fuel 

consumption. The algorithm at the upper level is an 

evolutionary algorithm that searches for the best input data 

for the lower-level algorithm. This paper describes the 

improvements of the lower-level algorithm that we 

presented in the past. Moreover, it presents the upper-level 

algorithm and the preliminary tests of the two-level 

approach. Finally, ideas for future work are given. 

 

1  I�TRODUCTIO� 
 

The awareness of the need to protect our environment is 

increasing. This trend suggests that each person reduces the 

environment pollution. When taking into account vehicles, 

e.g., cars and trucks, the pollution reduction is proportional 

to the reduced fuel consumption. This has an interesting 

side effect: the traveling cost is reduced. However, there is 

always a price to pay. In this case, the traveling time 

increases. It is clear that it is not optimal to heavily reduce 

the fuel consumption because the traveling time becomes 

unacceptably long. Therefore, both objectives have to be 

taken into account simultaneously when constructing a 

driving strategy. 

There is a lot of research done in the field of discovering 

driving strategies. The most commonly used approach uses 

the weighted sum of several objectives that has to be 

minimized. Another approach minimizes only one 

objective, e.g., fuel consumption, where the other 

objectives are used as constraints. Such approaches enable 

to use single objective algorithms, such as predictive 

control or dynamic programming. These algorithms find 

only one solution. When a weighted sum is used, the 

solution significantly depends on the used weights. 

However, it is usually not clear what weights are optimal. 

In order to find a set of good strategies without defining the 

weights, a multiobjective optimization approach has to be 

used. It finds a set of nondominated strategies where no 

strategy is better than any other strategy with respect to 

both objectives. Afterwards, the user selects the most 

preferable strategy without limiting the time in advance and 

without defining the weights. Such an approach is specially 

suitable for users that frequently travel on the same route, 

e.g., transportation companies. It enables to search for 

strategies for one route only once. Afterwards, the user 

selects a different strategy from the set of found strategies 

when the requirements change.  

This paper presents a two-level approach that searches for 

driving strategies with respect to conflicting objectives. The 

lower-level algorithm is a deterministic multiobjective 

algorithm based on breadth-first search [1] that includes 

mechanisms from the Nondominated Sorting Genetic 

Algorithm NSGA-II [2]. It searches for a set of 

nondominated strategies, where a strategy is presented as a 

set of actions that are applied to the vehicle in various 

states. It requires a predefined state space discretization, 

i.e., hypercube discretization, and other parameters, which 

are defined with the upper-level algorithm. The upper-level 

algorithm is an evolutionary algorithm that searches for 

good hypercube discretizations and other parameters. The 

final set of nondominated strategies consists of the 

strategies found at the best discretizations. 

 

2  MULTIOBJECTIVE DISCOVERY OF DRIVI�G 

STRATEGIES  
 

In [3] we described an initial implementation of the lower-

level algorithm, i.e., the deterministic multiobjective 

algorithm that searches for driving strategies. This 

algorithm has been further improved. The algorithm and its 

improvements are presented in Subsection 2.1. This 

algorithm has been included into the two-level approach at 

the lower level. The upper-level algorithm searches for 

hypercube discretizations which are required as input for 

the lower-level algorithm. The upper-level algorithm and 

the integration of the two algorithms are presented in 

Subsection 2.2.   

 

 



 

2.1  The lower-level algorithm for discovering driving 

strategies 
 

This subsection presents the mutiobjective algorithm for 

discovering driving strategies with respect to two 

objectives: traveling time � and fuel consumption �. The 

inputs for the algorithm are the hypercube discretization of 

the vehicle and route state space, the number of predicted 

steps ��, and the minimum ���� 	and maximum fuel 

consumption weight ��
�  from the vector of consumption 

weights Ω. The discretization is defined with the vectors of 

interval limits for the dimensions of the state space as 

presented in Table 1. 

 

 
Discretized space 

dimension 

Vector of interval limits 

Vehicle velocity and 

velocity limit 
� 

Route length of current 

segment 
� 

Segment inclination ∝ 

Throttle percentage �  

 

The discretization is used to discretize a seven-dimensional 

vehicle and route state space. The obtained hypercubes 

store fuel consumption weights �. The weight is used to 

determine the optimal action that is applied to the vehicle if 

its state and the current route state is inside the hypercube. 

The hypercube dimensions are presented in Table 2. For 

further information about hypercube discretizations see [3]. 

 

 
Hypercube dimension State type Variable 

Velocity Vehicle state �� 	 
Inclination of the current 

segment 
Route state ��� 

Inclination of the next 

segment 
Route state ��� 

Velocity limit of the 

current segment 
Route state ���,�����  

Velocity limit of the next 

segment 
Route state ���,�����  

Route length to the end of 

the current segment 
Route state ��� 

Route length from the start 

of the current segment 
Route state ��� 

 

The lower-level algorithm for discovering driving strategies 

is outlined in Algorithm 1. For more detailed explanation 

see [3]. The main improvements with respect to the 

previously presented algorithm are the following. First, 

predictive search is added to the algorithm. Consequently, 

the best actions are selected based on the prediction of the 

vehicle driving for more than one step when an action is 

applied. Second, a weighted-sum approach is used to select 

the best action at each step from the set of all possible 

actions �. Each action consists of throttle percentage � and 

gear �. The throttle percentages are discretized with the 

� .	The hypercubes store fuel consumption weights that are 

used to select the appropriate actions applied to the vehicle.   

 

Algorithm 1: Lower-level algorithm 
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2.2  The upper-level algorithm for discovering good 

discretizations  
 

This subsection presents the upper-level evolutionary 

algorithm that searches for good discretizations and other 

Table 2: The hypercube dimensions 

Table 1: The discretization definition 



 

parameters required by the lower-level algorithm. Its 

pseudocode is presented in Algorithm 2. The details of the 

algorithm are presented in the following subsections. 

 

Algorithm 2: Upper-level algorithm 

randomly initialize a population of solutions 

for each generation 

 for each solution in the population 

  select two solutions 

  crossover 

  mutation 

  evaluate solutions and add to population 

 end for 

end for 

 

2.2.1  Representation of solutions 
 

The solution is encoded as a vector of Boolean values and 

three integer values forming the chromosome. The vector of 

Boolean values defines the discretization as follows. The 

finest discretization has to be given in advance as 

S�,-��.�� , �,-��.�� , ∝,-��.�� , �,-��.��T. The discretization 

used by the solution is a subset of the finest discretization. 

This is defined with the vector of Boolean values , 

|| = Z�,-��.��Z + Z�,-��.��Z + Z[,-��.��Z + Z�,-��.��Z. If 

the Boolean value is true, the corresponding interval bound 

in the discretized hypercube dimension is used, resulting in 

more fine discretization. Otherwise, the bound is not used, 

resulting in more coarse discretization. The obtained 

discretization is given as follows: 

� = S�; � = �,-��.��[&], 9ℎ'+'	[&] = �+5'	,63	& =
1	�0	Z�,-��.��ZT   

� = S�; � = �,-��.��[&], 9ℎ'+'	[&] = �+5'	,63	& =
Z�,-��.��Z + 1	�0	Z�,-��.��Z + Z�,-��.��ZT   

[ = S�; � = [,-��.��[&], 9ℎ'+'	[&] = �+5'	,63	& =
Z�,-��.��Z + Z�,-��.��Z + 1	�0	Z�,-��.��Z + Z�,-��.��Z +
Z[,-��.��ZT   

� = S�; � = �,-��.��[&], 9ℎ'+'	[&] = �+5'	,63	& =
Z�,-��.��Z + Z�,-��.��Z + Z[,-��.��Z + 1	�0	Z�,-��.��Z +
Z�,-��.��Z + Z[,-��.��Z + Z�,-��.��ZT   

The three integer values represent the following parameters: 

− the number of predicted steps ��, between 1 and 

maximum value �],�
� . 

− the index of the minimum fuel consumption weight 

&^_L`; ���� = Ωa&^_L`b, 
− the index of the maximum fuel consumption weight 

&^_cd; ��
� = Ωa&^_cdb. 
The vector of possible consumption weights Ω is given in 

advance. These values are sorted in ascending order. The 

solution uses only the fuel consumption weights between 

����  and ��
� . 

 

2.2.2  Genetic operators 
 

The algorithm uses multi-point crossover and mutation 

operators. Crossover is performed by selecting crossover 

points and exchanging data between each second pair of 

consecutive crossover points. Mutation of Boolean values is 

carried out by negating them, while the integer values are 

mutated by replacement with a random value between  

minimum and maximum bounds [4]. 

 

2.2.3  Algorithm evaluation 
 

The goal of the algorithm is to find good discretizations. 

Therefore, a population of discretizations is the result. 

Consequently, when the evaluation is performed, the whole 

population has to be considered.  

The population consists of a set of solutions, i.e., ? =
$�G, �e, … %. When a solution is created, the driving 

strategies are found by taking into account the parameters 

� , �, [ , � , ��, ����  and ��
� . Therefore, the solution 

�G	contains a set of driving strategies 

!�f = S!�f,G, !�f,e, … T. When the population is 

evaluated, the strategies from all solutions are applied, i.e., 

!�"�g�
��"� = S!�f,G, !�f,e, … , !�h,G, !�h,e, … T. 

Finally, the hypervolume [5] is calculated. 

When a child is obtained, the driving strategies of all 

solutions in the population with the exception of the parent 

are united with the driving strategies of the child. Next, the 

new hypervolume is calculated. Finally, if the new 

hypervolume is higher than the original hypervolume, the 

parent is removed from the population and the child is 

added to the population. 

 

 

 

 
 

3  TESTI�G A�D RESULTS 
  

The presented approach has been tested on one route  

defined as shown in Figure 1. The parameters of the 

evolutionary algorithm are given in Table 3. Three tests 
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Figure 1: Inclinations and radii of the testing route 



 

have been done. The first and the third tests have been done 

using the finest discretization given in Table 4. The second 

test has been carried out using the updated finest 

discretization as presented in Table 5. The values of other 

parameters in the chromosome are given in Table 6. To sum 

up, the three tests can be described as follows. The second 

test has more fine route discretization with respect to the 

first test. The third test has a higher maximum number of 

predicted steps compared to the first test.  

The results are shown in Figure 2. The results show that 

better strategies are obtained if more prediction steps are 

used. On the other hand, the quality of the strategies does 

not change if more fine hypercube discretization is used. 

 

 
Parameter Value 

Number of solutions    20 

Number of generations  400 

Crossover probability      0.9 
Number of crossover points      3 

Mutation probability      0.1 

 

 
Variable Unit Min Max Step 

�,-��.��  m(/ℎ 0   130 5 

�,-��.�� (     20     50     30 

∝,-��.��  +,3&,6�    −0.16       0.16       0.02 

�,-��.��     −1 1       0.05 

 

 
Variable Unit Min Max Step 

�,-��.�� ( 

     10      30 10 

50      70 20 

70    100 30 

 

 
Variable Test 

number 

Min Max Step 

�],�
�     	1, 2      1    10   1 

�],�
�  3      1    80   1 

� 1, 2, 3 
     0.00      0.95    0.05 

     0.99      1.00   0.0003 

 

4  CO�CLUSIO� 
 

We presented a two-level approach that searches for driving 

strategies with respect to two conflicting objectives: 

traveling time and fuel consumption. The lower-level 

algorithm is a deterministic multiobjective algorithm for 

discovering driving strategies based on breadth-first search 

that includes mechanisms from the Nondominated Sorting 

Genetic Algorithm NSGA-II. The upper-level algorithm is 

an evolutionary algorithm that searches for good vehicle 

and route state space discretizations and other parameters 

that are input to the lower-level algorithm. The final set of 

nondominated driving strategies consists of the strategies 

found at the best discretizations. The approach has been 

preliminary tested and the results already confirm the 

effectiveness of the approach.  

The future work will include additional testing and 

comparison with the existing weighted-sum approach. 

Moreover, additional routes will be tested with the 

presented approach and weighted-sum approach, and the 

practical potential of the results will be analyzed.  
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Figure 2: Results obtained with the three tests 
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